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Introduction
This is the third year in which candidates have been examined for this A2 unit based
upon the current GCE syllabus. This unit requires candidates to answer questions in three
different sections:
Section A)     Translation of a short passage of English into Urdu worth 10 marks. The
passage is rooted in one of the seven General Topic Areas as described in the specification.
Section B)     A creative or discursive essay in Urdu worth 45 marks. Candidates have
a choice of seven questions. The topics of all the essays are rooted in one of the seven
General Topic Areas.
Section C)     A research-based essay in Urdu worth 45 marks. Candidates can choose from
one of the following areas of research:

•

(I). Geographical area

•

(II). Historical study

•

(III). Aspects of modern society

•

(IV). Literature and the arts ( e.g. text, play or film)

In section C, candidates are rewarded for their Urdu-language research skills
linked to their chosen areas. This must relate to the culture or society of an Urdulanguage country, countries or community.
Once again, the overall standard of responses on this paper was diverse. There were several
differences in the level of preparation by various candidates. Although many candidates did
manage to produce highly relevant, knowledgeable and stimulating answers in appropriate
language, quite a few had a very sketchy idea of the topics they were writing about. Some
responses were very vague and failed to score many marks, and in other cases, the
question was simply not understood and answered. There was also continued evidence of
candidates providing rote learned answers to research-based questions. These were not
completed as successfully as the creative or discursive essays, although there were a few
exceptions.
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Question 1
Section A of this paper requires candidates to translate a short passage of English into Urdu.
The passage needs to be rooted in one of the seven General Topic Areas as described in the
specification. This year the passage was about 'Obesity in People' and involved words like:
'body fat, adverse effects, obesity rates, medical experts, more than 60% and nearly half.'
Overall, the vast majority of candidates performed well on this task, with many responses
gaining 7 or more marks. However, quite a few candidates were unable to differentiate
between the words, body fat and fat, adverse effects and dangerous effects, obesity rates
and being fat in Urdu and thus lost marks. Although all English numbers and signs like '
%' are acceptable in written Urdu, a few candidates lost marks in trying to write '60' and '
Percent ' in Urdu. Less able candidates had a common tendency to paraphrase when they
did not know the exact translation of a word/phrase or even the whole sentence. As in
previous years, every effort was made to cover as many acceptable alternatives as possible
but when candidates paraphrased, they had to be penalised. This report, once again, is to
remind centres that teachers must give regular practice and provide proper guidance to
their candidates to tackle such transfer of meaning tasks.

Examiner Comments

This is a perfect translation. It shows an
excellent knowledge of grammar and a wide
vocabulary. This candidate scored full marks.
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Examiner Tip

Translate directly, do not paraphrase
and make sure you have covered all key
words and phrases. Revise vocabulary
from GCSE and AS level regularly.

Question 2 (a)
In Section B, candidates had the option to select a creative or discursive essay. This
question was the first of the three creative options open to candidates. The stimulus was a
picture of the flood disaster in Pakistan. In 2(a), the key questions were ' what happened to
the family involved in the disaster and how did they cope with the situation?' Quite a large
number of candidates wrote lengthy details about the flood disasters and did not tackle the
above 2 key questions thus losing the valuable marks for Understanding and Response.

In this essay, the candidate has produced a good imaginative and logical response to the
stimulus with very good descriptive vocabulary.
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Examiner Comments

This is a very good response which gets into the 13-15
band for Understanding and Response. The candidate
deserves full marks for Range of Language and Accuracy.
It is also within the word limit and is logical and clear.

Examiner Tip

A good response would be to build up the story
about what happened next and describe the
feelings and emotions of the people involved.
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Question 2 (b)
This was the most popular of the creative essay questions. The stimulus for this question
was the beginning lines of a story about a proposed arranged marriage of a British Pakistani
girl with her cousin in Pakistan whom she has never seen or met. Candidates were required
to continue and complete the story. In this question, the key word was “what happened
next?” From this they had to write an imaginative but realistic response.
In the past much has been discussed with teachers at their training sessions and also
written about in the examiner’s reports, regarding the suitability of a creative task for
students with very little imaginative and vocabulary skills. Many of the candidates had not
been prepared to tackle such tasks and when they have an option to select a discursive
essay instead, they are in a better position to score more marks. However, there were some
very good imaginative and creative responses for this question.
This candidate offers a neat and logical story based on the stimulus.
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Examiner Comments

This is a very good but overlong response which gets into
the 13-15 band for Understanding and Response and also for
Organisation and Development as it is an imaginative piece
which shows some insight into emotion. There is a good range of
language and the candidate succeeds in structuring the story well.
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Question 2 (c)
This was the least popular of the creative options open to candidates and very
few candidates attempted this question. Candidates were required to write an article
in response to a newspaper headline about the age of retirement to be increased. The
requirement to write an article was often not fully realised and some answers read more like
discursive essays.

Question 2 (d)
This question required candidates to consider whether TV is the most powerful source of
information and entertainment or not. Although it was the second least popular of the
discursive options, it did lead to a number of interesting answers. The majority of the
candidates offered a balanced essay and came up with a reasonable conclusion at the end.

This candidate offers a well-structured essay which has a proper introduction and conclusion
with a balanced and logical approach.
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Examiner Comments

Although quite long, this is an excellent response to the
question which includes a proper introduction and conclusion
as well as excellent vocabulary, a wide range of language and
a very balanced opinion. This candidate scored full marks.

Examiner Tip

Organise your material into paragraphs. You
should begin with an appropriate introduction
and conclude with your final opinion.
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Question 2 (e)
This was the least popular of the discursive essay options and was answered by a tiny
proportion of candidates who opted for a discursive essay. The question required candidates
to consider the effects of western culture on the society of Pakistan or India and whether
these effects are good or bad. There were many convincing arguments in favour or against
these effects. However, a considerable number of candidates had good ideas but did not
have the range of language to express them appropriately.

This candidate offers a reasonably good consideration of the question.
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Examiner Comments

This is a good example of a response to the question,
although a bit short as the candidate has remained
under the minimum prescribed word limit. However,
the candidate remains firmly focused on the question.

Examiner Tip

Show in your introduction what the main
themes of your essay are going to be.
Discuss each appropriate argument in turn.
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Question 2 (f)
This question required candidates to consider whether university education should be
free or not. It was, not surprisingly, the second most popular of the discursive options
because the topic directly related to many candidates. A considerable number of candidates
presented very convincing and balanced arguments in favour or against free university
education. Some impressive language performance was also found in these essays, however
many candidates had good ideas but did not have the range of language to express them
appropriately.

The introduction to this essay is rather long but appropriate. It does suggest what the
candidate is going to write about and this does indeed follow on as expected in the next
paragraph.
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Examiner Comments

This answer is a good example of one where the candidate
gives their own opinion throughout. It would have scored
higher than 10-12 for Understanding and Response if opinions
against free university education had also been offered.

Examiner Tip

Organise your discursive essay material into
paragraphs with points for and points against
together. Make sure you come down on one
side of the argument in the conclusion.
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Question 2 (g)
This question required candidates to consider whether the younger generation has attained
too much freedom or not. It proved to be a reasonably popular option and quite a large
number of candidates gave very good responses and fulfilled the criteria of answering both
parts of the question (description and their opinion). However there were some candidates
who found it difficult to structure their arguments well and tended to mix up the two sides
of the argument.

This candidate offers a well-planned response to the question in which they consider both
sides of the argument and conclude with their final opinion.
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Examiner Comments

This is an example of a response which scores in the top 13-15
band for Understanding and Response. The arguments are not
complex, but the candidate appreciates well how they link together.

Examiner Tip

In discursive essays, the language of discussion and
debate, and organised writing is key to scoring good marks.
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Question 3 (a)
This question was the second most popular on Section C. It required candidates to
demonstrate their research about and understanding of the environmental problems of an
Urdu-speaking geographical region or city and how these problems could be solved. The
vast majority of candidates attempted this question without really reading or understanding
it carefully. As a result, there were a significant number of essays which showed no evidence
of reading/research and understanding. Some candidates did not understand the word
“environment” in Urdu and wrote detailed description about cities like Lahore and Karachi in
terms of their educational and health problems. The majority of those who understood the
question only wrote a very general essay on the environmental issues in Pakistan. A general
essay cannot score many marks for the Reading, Research and Understanding criteria grid.
Similarly environmental problems in Birmingham or London are irrelevant unless they relate
to the Pakistani/Indian community living in that area. To score high marks on a researchbased essay, candidates need to give clear evidence of in-depth reading and research, some
events which took place in that particular area, some figures or statistics and all within a
planned framework.

Question 3 (b)
In this question candidates were required to write about an important political personality
of the historical period they have studied and also to explain the reasons of his importance.
The question was attempted by about a fifth of candidates but the vast majority did
not respond well to the question set. They wrote pre-learned long essays on famous
personalities such as Quaid-e-Azam, Allama Iqbal showing minimal or limited understanding
and little evidence of reading and research. As a result, most candidates scored very low
and in some cases scored no marks at all.

Question 3 (c)
This was the least popular question in Section C. In this question candidates were required
to describe important aspects of modern Urdu-speaking society and also to comment
on their good or bad effects. This question was attempted by a very small number
of candidates and most responses were either very poor or largely irrelevant.

Question 3 (d)
This question was by far the most popular option for the research-based essay and more
than half of the candidates attempted it. Candidates were asked to write about the main
theme of their chosen book, film or play and an give opinion about the writer/director’s
success in achieving the task.
As expected most candidates chose “Mirat-ul-Uroos” and “Umrao Jan Ada” as the novel and  
‘Anarkali ‘ as the drama. When it came to the choice of films, some favourite films were as
last year ‘Baghban’, Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gham’, ‘Khuda kay Lieye’,’ Mera nam Khan Hai’.
Many candidates opted for Star Plus and GEO/ARY drama serials.
Many excellent essays were produced which included lots of analysis and showed a very
good understanding of the book, film or drama and in depth reading and research. Essays
which failed to score highly tended to relate the plot and did not focus sufficiently on
the question. Furthermore, many candidates seemed to have misread the question. For
example, simply reciting the whole story of the novel or film, and not answering the whole
question about the main theme and how successfully the writer/director has managed to
present this theme. As a result of this candidates were penalised for either not following
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proper guidance or for lack of preparation.
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Examiner Comments

An excellent essay which included much relevant information
about the theme of the novel and has a quality of appropriate
introduction and conclusion. The language and development is
excellent, although, it has exceeded the prescribed word limit.

Examiner Tip

Focus carefully on the question. Remember
that you have a limited number of words. Do
not try to exceed the prescribed word limit.
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Paper Summary
This year this unit produced some pleasing results. The translation was accessible to the
majority of candidates who had been entered at the appropriate level.
All of the Creative and Discursive essays appealed to a number of candidates, with a great
variety of answers spread across the various questions.
The Research Based essay brought some good analytical responses. Overall, the vast
majority of candidates who have studied Urdu in schools were successful in demonstrating
to the examiners how they are able to use the language effectively. The in-depth
understanding of aspects of Urdu history, culture and society which so many candidates
demonstrated well, shows that that teachers are presenting candidates who have
developed a real passion for Urdu.
To aid the candidates in the future it is worth noting that the following points should be
demonstrated:

•

Knowledge and understanding of the culture and society of the Urdu-speaking countries
or communities

•

An ability to organise and develop ideas

•

The ability to write accurately and effectively in Urdu.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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